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DR. SIDNEY BIGGLES-JONES. The scientist who developed the experimental weapon known as the Rail Gun prototype
-- actually the first of two. Despite her young age, Biggles-Jones was one of the leading scientists in her field. She and
the Rail Gun were captured by Cobra from her laboratory in New Jersey. Cobra Commander offered her a place in
Cobra, along with Scarlett (who was pretending she gave up on the Joe team). She then particpated in a mission with
Cobra to destroy the second Rail Gun prototype, which was being guarded by the G.I. Joe team. She continued to work
for Cobra for some time, developing other versions of the Rail Gun. She was with Cobra during their involvement with the
Transformer known as Megatron. Biggles-Jones even helped repair Megatron and provided him with a new body. Soon
after, Cobra and Megatron joined forces against the Joes in the Cobra-subjugated town of Millville. During the fight,
Megatron decided he can use Biggles-Jones scientific knowledge. She eventually surrendered herself to Megatron in
order to save the Joes, Cobra and the entire town from his rampage. Megatron and the scientist headed for space in the
spacecraft known as The Ark, but Biggles-Jones was saved due to the efforts of the Joes and the heroic Transformers,
the Autobots. Biggles-Jones had little or no contact with the Joe team for years until the reinstated Joe team raided what
turned out to be a Cobra medical facility. One of the bedridden patients under medical care alongside known Cobra
operatives was Dr. Biggles-Jones. The military is investigating each patient's status and why they were placed in that
facility.

(GI 135-142; Transformers: Generation 2 #2; SM:A)
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